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Museums have always played an
important role in society. They serve the
public, are community anchors, partner
with schools, support over 725,000 jobs
in the US, and are integral to preserving
the history of our society. One of the
most important functions of a museum is
to be a good steward of its resources
held in the public trust. These resources
for a history museum are its collections and archival holdings-- what
many people feel is the heart and soul of a museum-- the collective
history of a people or place. We use our collection to create exhibits
that tell us stories about how our nation, our communities and our
cultures came to be, and without museum collections, those stories
could be forgotten. METC’s collection contains approximately 8,900
objects, textiles, archives, and other examples of the history of New
Jersey’s early immigrants. In 2019, this collection, housed in our
historic building, was severely compromised by a mold infestation
which was swiftly addressed and remediated. But to save the
collection from any permanent damage, the museum fast tracked a
long-range plan to create a new viewable storage facility that would
house the entire collection in a modern, environmentally controlled
area in the museum. Funded by generous grants from the NJ Historic
Trust, NJ Historical Commission and the Madison Open Space,
Recreation and Historic Preservation Trust, METC is in the midst of
the feasibility study phase of this multi-year plan. The study will create
a design plan, construction documents, and specify needed collection
storage for the next phase in the creation of this facility.
We still have a long way to go with this complex and critical project,
but we are excited that our collection will finally be properly stored,
cared for and inventoried. And these bits of history will continue to
be preserved so they can speak for us all and tell the complete stories
of the many diverse people who lived and worked here; creating our
communities and the place we call home.

For more information on our Viewable Storage Facility project, visit
our website.
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From the Director
New Beginnings
For far too long so many of us have been in a holding pattern, waiting for things to
return to normal and for COVID-19 to be a part of history we never want to relive.
We are seeing some light at the end of the tunnel, and here at METC we are looking
ahead to new beginnings. With all that has happened in 2020, our institution
experienced a seismic shift in how we operate as a museum. This affected education,
membership, collections management, exhibit development, and the overall well being
of our staff. But it also caused us to look at things differently; and while it may seem
surprising, this last year gave us some opportunities to change the status quo and look
at the world through a different lens.
Our biggest change was in education which continues for the foreseeable future to be
delivered digitally. But we have created new programs, added new topics and thanks to some generous support,
we are able to offer free access to METC’s virtual field trips to several schools in NJ. Our exhibits are also shifting
focus in certain areas to address current issues, and inclusivity, providing more diverse perspectives about our
shared history.
In the midst of all this, we continue to carry out our Preservation Plan for our historic building and have begun the
work to create a new Viewable Storage Facility for our collection, which was damaged by a mold infestation.
It will probably take a few years to process all that we have shared together as a community, but we are proud
that our museum continues to develop programs and curate exhibits that reflect different perspectives and voices,
and engage our diverse communities, creating meaningful experiences for all people. We appreciate your
continued support at this time, which has helped us navigate this crisis. I think when we look back at this period,
we will see that we did not just pause, but actively welcomed an opportunity to reframe our work.
- Deborah Farrar Starker

Call to Artists
The Museum of Early Trades & Crafts (METC) is inviting New Jersey artists to
submit artwork for an exhibition held in the METC Education Annex in
October 2021. Artists are invited to create original fine artwork on canvas
material that will be provided. Each banner will be an original, one-of-a-kind
work of art using any medium of the artist’s choice reflecting the theme of
“Hope.” The canvas banners are 24’ x 36’ and will be on display in the
museum’s Education Annex windows for a period of three months starting on
October 27, 2021 and ending February 28, 2022. At the end of the exhibition,
METC will host a reception where the banners will be sold and/or auctioned.

METC’s Banners will be similar to banners
from the DDC/MACA Sidewalk Gallery.
Artwork by Dennis McKee
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METC selected 'Hope' as its first 2021 Artists' Showcase theme, recognizing
that the COVID-19 crisis has touched the lives of every individual across the
globe. Although the pandemic continues, we see the resiliency of people
shining through even the darkest days toward better and safer times and this
gives us all Hope. We invite artists to produce a work that reflects this theme.
For more information on the project and access to the full prospectus visit
www.metc.org
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Calendar of Events
For more information on these events or to register please visit www.metc.org.
Virtual Program:
Medical Care During the Hard Winter
March 18, 2021, 7pm
Free for METC Members/ $10 Non-members
Join METC and Morristown National Historical Park Chief
Curator Dr. Jude Pfister for a virtual guided tour of the
exhibits at the park museum relating to medical care
during the Revolutionary War. Pre-registration is required.
Virtual Program:
Makers Day: Inventor’s Workshop
March 19 & 20, 2020
Be an inventor! Join METC in exploring and celebrating
what it means to engage in innovation and invention, then
try your hand at designing your own invention virtually
on Friday, March 19th and Saturday, March 20th. This
program is FREE thanks to the generous funding of NJ
STEM Pathways and the Overdeck Family Foundation.

Architecture Walking Tour
April 24, 2021, 11am
Free for METC Members/ $15 for Nonmembers
Explore some of the many architectural gems in
downtown Madison including the James Library Building
with METC Staff on a walking tour. Pre-registration is
required.
New Annex Window Exhibit

From the Ground Up: The Creation & Care of the James
Library Building
Opens Late March 2021
Discover how the James Library Building was built and
cared for through the years and learn about the ongoing
restoration projects here at METC!

Virtual Conversations with the Curator
Late March 2021
Exclusive to METC members, join our Curator of
Collections as she explores some of the fascinating objects
from METC’s permanent collection!

M a k e r s D a y 2 0 2 1 : I n v e n t o r ’ s Wo r k s h o p
METC participates in New Jersey Makers Day every year and is excited to continue
that trend this year, even though it will look a bit different. While we cannot fill the
museum with excited children of all ages, we can still offer an opportunity for
children to use their imaginations, their creativity, their ingenuity and, most
importantly of all, their hands. Inventor’s Workshop will be conducted as an
interactive, live virtual session that explores the historic ingenuity exhibited by tools
in METC’s collection, while also highlighting historic inventors. Using supply kits
provided by the museum, participants will design and create a prototype of their
own invention. Each junior inventor will then present their invention.
Children are in even greater need than ever for hands-on activities and, while this
program will include some screen time, the primary focus is on the design and
creation of their invention. We embrace the opportunity to engage with children
and celebrate “making” in a new way this year. Future, post-COVID, museum
programs might similarly use a mix of virtual and hands-on components in order to
A four legged friend examines a
expand METC’s reach.
new invention!

This program will be offered free of charge thanks to a generous grant from the
New Jersey STEM Pathways Network, NJ STEM Month and the Overdeck Family
Foundation.
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New Annex Window Exhibit Coming Soon!
Many people pass the James Library Building and gaze in awe at the
magnificent architectural structure. Often, this unique building is
thought to be a church, and most do not know the true origins behind
the building. The next Education Annex Window Exhibit will examine
the history of the James Library Building while also debunking any
misconceptions of the Building.

From the Ground Up: The Creation & Care of the James Library
Building will open in the Education Annex Windows at the end of

March. Featured in the windows, a series of panels will show the
planning and construction of the James Library Building and the ultimate
change of hands from the Madison Public Library to METC. Several panels will review METC’s continued
dedication to preservation and restoration projects over the past twenty-five years.
Stop by the Education Annex, another historic building directly across from the Museum – to view this new
exhibit! After viewing the exhibit, patrons are invited to participate in a fun “iSpy” game to spot different
architectural design elements within the building!
The James Library Building is listed on both the National and State Registers of Historic Buildings. Continued
restoration efforts are generously funded by various entities including the Morris County Historic Preservation
Trust, New Jersey Historical Commission, New Jersey Historic Trust, the Fred W. Breuhne Trust, and the
Madison Open Space, Recreation and Historic Preservation Trust Fund.

New Acquisition
In December 2020, METC accepted the donation of two small handoperated printing presses and one tall slant-front type stand with 20
drawers of type cases. These artifacts have a strong provenance to
Madison, NJ resident, Arthur W. Rushmore (1883-1955).
Currently on exhibit is the Rushmore Printing Press (Washington
Hand Press) on a long term loan from the Madison Public Library.
Rushmore used this large printing press and the newly acquired
objects from the Marcys for his small imprint, Golden Hind Press. In
1927, Rushmore founded the Golden Hind Press with his wife Edna
Keeler Rushmore. Golden Hind operated in Rushmore’s 19th
century Madison, NJ home. The press focused on typography, title
page design, page layout and illustration. Ultimately, the press issued
approximately 200 books.
After Rushmore’s death, the printing press was donated to Fairleigh Dickinson University and later was relocated
to the Madison Public Library with the rest of the Rushmore books and archival materials.
The new acquisitions from Donald and Alberta Marcy greatly complement the objects on view in the Printing
exhibit vignette at the Museum. These objects showcase the maker behind the press but also display the wide
variety of tools and type used by printers in the 19th and early 20th centuries.
On your next visit to METC, view these new acquisitions in the Museum’s lower-level exhibit space.
METC is grateful to Donald and Alberta Marcy for their donation.
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V i r t u a l F i e l d Tr i p s i n F u l l S w i n g
In March of 2020, METC expanded into the space across the street from the museum as an Education Annex.
While the COVID-19 pandemic has delayed the use of this space by large in-person groups, the Annex has
nonetheless been vital to METC’s educational activities during the past year.
Thanks to the Annex, METC has delivered a number of socially-distanced summer camps and scout programs.
These offered much needed hands-on activities for children and were very well received. As one mom put “We

still have fond memories of summer camp!”

The Annex also facilitated the METC Education Department’s transition to almost entirely virtual programming, by
providing a space separate from the main museum in which to conduct the many live, interactive virtual field trips,
virtual adult programs and virtual scout programs during the last year.
One recent program illustrates the degree of engagement possible even when all students are participating
virtually. The 4th to 6th grade Gifted & Talented students from Brass
Castle Elementary School in Washington, NJ participated in a multipart program. They began with the Challenges & Choices program, in
which each student takes on the identity of a real 19th century
immigrant to New Jersey. For the second part of the program, the
students used dip pens and ink to write a journal entry or letter as
their individual, discussing their new life. The students were highly
engaged throughout, despite the virtual format, as demonstrated by
the wide range of ideas they expressed in their writings about their
new lives in New Jersey, their occupations and more. This letter,
written by Sarah V. as Irish blacksmith James English, is a great sample
of the creativity the students expressed.
The Annex has already helped expand METC’s reach. And, as we
move forward to a time when we can again welcome large groups of
children to the museum, the Annex will continue to help the METC
Education Department grow and expand our programs and our
audiences.

Find METC Online
METC at Home
www.metc.org/at-home

METC Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/metcnj/

Free Online Lesson Plans
www.metc.org/digital-lessons

METC Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/METCnj/

Virtual Exhibit
www.metc.org/virtual-exhibit

METC Twitter
https://twitter.com/METCnj
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What’s Happening Behind the Scaffolding?
The detailed restoration of the historic stenciled walls and finishes inside the
James Library building is well underway. Through generous funding from the
Morris County Historic Preservation Trust and a match from the Madison Open
Space Recreation and Historic Preservation Fund, METC is nearing completion
of the first phase of this multi-year project under the guidance of Historic
Building Architects LLC of Trenton. Scaffolding has been erected inside the first
floor of the museum giving access for
EverGreene Architectural Arts of Brooklyn to
conduct the much needed restoration work.
EverGreene completed the cleaning,
desalination, and repair work in this first phase
– which includes removing and peeling large
latex applications on a mantle place, much like
peeling a 6-foot face mask off of stone!
Additionally, EverGreene has removed
substantial damaged paint layers from former water ingress, preparing the walls
for the eventual re-painting of these historic stencils. Once EverGreene
completes this first phase, walls will be monitored to determine when the
historic finishes can be brought back to life as they were in 1900. The public can
utilize viewing panels at the scaffolding to take a peek inside and see the
progress underway. Follow METC on Facebook and Instagram for more images
and videos of the progress to date.

METC Member Benefits










Free admission throughout the year
Invitations to exclusive members-only
events

10% discount in the METC Store
Discounts on virtual and in person
programs and events
Renew or Join for 2 Consecutive Years
and Receive 15% Off
For more information on METC
Membership, visit www.metc.org!
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T h a n k y o u f o r Yo u r S u p p o r t
New & Renewing Members and Donors to our Annual Appeal*
Mr. Anderson and Ms. Zowader
Mr. & Mrs. David Axelrod
Ms. Astri Baillie & Mr. John Kimball
Mr. Joseph L. Balwierczak
Mr. Victor Baran & Ms. Dawn Ortell
Ms. Linda Barth
Mr. & Mrs. William Beaman
Ms. Debbie Merghart
Ms. Theresa Bocchino
Mr. & Mrs. John Bodnar
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Bone
Mr. and Ms. Larry & Nancy Bruce
Mr. & Mrs. James E. Burnet
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Byrne
Ms. Diane Celler-Samiljan
Mr. & Mrs. Michael T. Gilfillan
Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Chapman
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Clark
Ms. Daniela Correia
Mr. Daniel A. D'Audrea
Ms. Connie Davern
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Durham
Mrs. Louise Easton
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Fisch
Mr. & Mrs. Timothy Fitzsimmons
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Florio
Mrs. Kathryn Fox
Mr. Carl Frahn
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey J. Gertler
Mr. & Mrs. Randy Gill
Mr. & Ms. James Hanrahan
Ms. Marion O. Harris
Ms. Kathleen Havens
Ms. Ruth Herr
Mr. & Mrs. Rodger Herrigel
Mr. & Mrs. H. Mike Hilgendorff
Mr. Thomas H. Judd
Mr. & Mrs. Matt Jusinski
Ms. Valerie Kimson
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Lang
Ms. Lauler

Mr. & Mrs. William List
Mr. Robert & Ms. Elizabeth Madara
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Marcy
Ms. I. Maroney & Mr. C. Bergamasco
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome G. Medina
Mr. & Mrs. John Meek
Mr. Tyler Merson & Mrs. Victoria Vitarelli
Ms. Bonnie J. Monte
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Moors
Dr. Joseph Murphy
Ms. Marilyn Musielski
Mr. Keith Nier
Ms. Nancy Northrup
Mr. Lee Meyer and Ms. Dominique Peck - Meyer
Mr. & Mrs. Brent Phillippi
Dr. Samantha Posner & Mr. Andrew Hickman
Randolph Township Public Library
Mr. Kenneth G. Rapp
Mr. Thomas Reilly & Mrs. Elizabeth Lee
Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd Rosevear
Dr. Jennifer Rotonda
Mr. Patrick Rowe
Mr. & Mrs. Nelson Schaenen, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. F. Sena
Mr. Steve Shannon
Ms. Joan Silverman
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin R. Smith
Mr. & Mrs. John Solu
Ms. Claudette Stecher
Ms. Susan Permahos
Mr. & Mrs. William Sweeney, Jr.
Mrs. R.D Thomson
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel Turvey
Mr. & Mrs. Underwood
Mrs. Ellen Vreeland
Mr. Harold Garwin & Ms. Meg Wastie
Ms. Clare Whitcomb
Dr. Linda Whitfield-Spinner
Mr. & Mrs. Scott Wildove
*From 11-17-20 through 2-23-21
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9 Main Street
Madison, NJ 07940
Museum of Early Trades & Crafts

founded by Edgar & Agnes Land in 1969 with their
original collection of over 8,000 artifacts.
Our Vision
Sharing the past, imagining the future.
Our Mission
To inspire a connection with New Jersey’s history,
culture, trades, and crafts.
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